This paper studies construction and linear stability of spherical interfaces in an equilibrium state in a two-phase boundary problem arising in activator-inhibitor models in chemistry. By studying the linearized eigenvalue problem near a given equilibrium ball, we show that the eigenvalues with nonnegative real parts are all real, and that they are characterized as values of a strictly convex function for specific discrete values of its argument. The stability is determined by the location of the zero points of this convex function. Using this fact, we present a criterion of stability in a useful form. We show examples and illustrate that stable equilibrium balls and unstable ones coexist near saddle-node bifurcation points in the bifurcation diagram, and a given equilibrium ball located far from bifurcation points is unstable and the eigenfunction associated with the largest eigenvalue consists of spherically harmonic functions of high degrees.
Introduction.
This paper is concerned with a simultaneous equation of a free phase boundary T(t) and a scalar function v(x,t) in time t > 0 and space x € RA (N = 2 or 3). We consider TVm = W(v) -(N -l)aH on T(t), t > 0, (1.1) vt-Av = G+(v)Xn+(t) + G~(v)Xn-(t) mRN,t>0, (
with initial conditions r(o) = r0, v(x,0) = vo(x) for x 6 Rv.
Here F(t) is an embedded surface in RN, and it separates RA into two disjoint regions f2+(t) and F(t) is a boundary of two different phases and is often called an interface. For every fixed t > 0, let v be the outward unit normal vector of T(i) pointing from Q+(t) to and let H be the mean curvature at each point of T(i), that is, to Q~(t). In the first equation, r, a are given positive numbers, and \A signifies the characteristic function of a set A C R . Our (A3) Inequality r > r« holds, where r* is a positive constant given by (3.1) in Sec. 3. This free boundary problem arises in activator-inhibitor (or propagator-controller) models that appear in chemistry or mathematical biology. See [5] and [11] for instance. Equation (1.1)-(1.2) is closely related to a reaction-diffusion equation of bistable type that describes these models.
Let u(x,t) and w(x,t) be two chemical substances, an activator and an inhibitor. Then it is written as SToUt -e2Au = u -u3 -w, wt -Aw = g(u, w) (1) (2) (3) in Kn, t > 0. Here g(u, w) is some function that is monotone decreasing in w and monotone increasing in u. To is a positive constant, and e is very small. The smallness of e leads to the generation and propagation of a transition layer where u has a jump. Prom (1.3), the following equation
T0Vm
= W0(w) -(N -1)£H onr(t),t>0, (1.4) wt-Aw = G+(w)xn+{t)+G-(w)x n-(t) mRN,t>0, (1.5) is derived as the asymptotic limit of e -> +0. Here Wo( •) and G±( •) are some monotone decreasing functions. See Fife [5] , Nishiura and Mimura [10] , X-Y. Chen [3] , and X. Chen [2] for the derivation and the well-posedness of (1.4)-(1.5). Equation (1.4)-(1.5) is an example of (1.1)-(1.2) if a = e and r = r0.
A first step to study (1.4)-(1.5) is to investigate the existence and linear stability of radially symmetric equilibrium solutions. Ohta, Mimura, and Kobayashi [11] studied them for some special cases. X. Chen and the author [4] studied them for general G±( ■), and proved the instability of those solutions when e > 0 is small enough. This paper is an extension work of [4] , and is devoted to the existence and linear stability of radially symmetric equilibrium solutions of (1.1)-(1.2) for every a > 0 including large a and for all W( ■ ),G±( ■) with (A1)-(A3). Let us explain where (1.1)-(1.2) comes from. Consider the following reaction-diffusion equation:
Here a > 0 is a given constant, while e > 0 is a small parameter. W(v) is a monotone decreasing function with (A2). The term :^W(v) implies that the effect of an inhibitor is small enough so that it is balanced with the curvature effect of T(t), where T(t) = {x G Rv | u(x,t) =0}. If [-1,1] x [u, i>] is included in some positively invariant region of (1.6), the solution of (1.6) stays in this region for all t > 0, and then W(v) remains bounded uniformly in t > 0 whenever (uq,vq) takes values in this region.
in R , t > 0, (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) By a similar argument as in [5] , we can formally have
which is equivalent to (1.1). Here ^(7) is a solution of tp (7) + ip(7) -tp(7)3 = 0, -00 < 7 < 00, (-00) = -1, ip( 00) = 1, and thus satisfies \\rp |||2(R) = 2\/2/3. Though this derivation is a formal one, X. Chen [2] showed that the interface T(t) of (1.6) is well-approximated by the solution of (1.1)-(1.2) by using a kind of super-subsolutions.
Here G±(v) = g(±l,v). One can refer to [2, Remark 2.2].
By [3] and [2] , it is proved that there exists a unique solution to (1.1)-(1.2) locally in time if r0 is a compact surface of class C2+e with 0 < 0 < 1 and vo(x) is of class Cx+e with ||^o||c1+e(RjV) < °°-Considering (1.1)-(1.2) for every a > 0, we obtain the entire branching diagram of radially symmetric equilibrium solutions, which we call equilibrium balls.
For a first step to study the nonlinear stability of the equilibrium balls stated above, we study the linear stability of them. The nonlinear stability of the equilibrium solutions in (1.1)-(1.2) is yet to be proved. By studying the linearized eigenvalue problem, we show that the eigenvalues with nonnegative real parts are all real, and that they are characterized as values of a strictly convex function for specific discrete values of its argument. The stability is determined by the location of the zero points of this convex function. Using this fact, we present a criterion of stability in a useful form in Sec. 5. We will show that stable equilibrium balls and unstable ones coexist near the saddle-node bifurcation points in the bifurcation diagram. If a given equilibrium ball is unstable and is located close to a saddle-node bifurcation point, instability occurs with spherically harmonic functions of low degrees. If a given equilibrium ball is located far from bifurcation points, it is unstable and the eigenfunction associated with the largest eigenvalue consists of spherically harmonic functions of high degrees. We will illustrate the situation described above in Sec. 6.
2. Radially symmetric equilibrium solutions and the linearized eigenvalue problem.
Let R > 0 be any positive number. We put B(R) = {x 6 RA | |a;| < i?} and T(R) = {x 6 Rv | |a:| = /?}. We seek a radially symmetric equilibrium solution (T(R),v(r)), where r = |x|. We have
We seek w(|x|) so that v(| • |) belongs to Hl(RN). One can see that the graph of y = Z{R) is independent of a, while that of y = U(R) depends on a > 0 as in (2.3). Figure 1 shows a typical graph of y = Z(R) and y = U(R) Figure 2 shows the bifurcation curve of equilibrium balls for y = Z(R) and y = U(R) given in Fig. 1 . Our purpose in this paper is to clarify which part of the bifurcation curve corresponds to stable (or unstable) equilibrium balls, and to seek all of the eigenvalues for each equilibrium ball.
Consider an arbitrary intersection point of y = Z(R) and y = U(R), which we denote by Ro hereafter. We have Z{Rq) = U(Ro). We study the stability of an equilibrium ball (T{R0),V{r, R0)) by the linearized eigenvalue problem.
We approximate solutions near (F(i?o), V(r, Ro)) by putting We derive the linearized eigenvalue problem following [4] , Let $(£) be any fixed spherically harmonic function, and let k > 0 designate the associated eigenvalue of (2.5).
We put p(£) = $(£). The jy'-order terms of (1.1) with (2.4) become
This implies that w(x) has the following form:
with some z( ■). The ^-order terms of (1.2) with (2.4) and (2.7) become
Here 6Ro(r) is the Dirac delta function concentrated at r = R0. For any given R > 0, we
From (Al), we have g(r,R) > 0 for all r > 0 and R > 0. Combining (2.6) and (2.8), we obtain the following problem: find AgC such that there exists z(r) ^ 0 with
Since the spherically harmonic functions are complete for C(S^ -1), we can consider (2.9) for every k = n(n + N -2) (n = 0,1,2, • • •) to study the linearized problem for every (/>(£), tu(a:)). If (2.9) has a nontrivial solution z(r) with some n = n(n + N -2), A is an eigenvalue and (p(£),w(x)) = ($(0i z{\x\)^(x/\x\)) 's the associated eigenfunction. An equilibrium (r(i?o), V(r, Ro)) is said to be stable in the linearized sense if there exist no eigenvalues in {A G C |ReA > 0}, and to be unstable if there exists at least one eigenvalue in {A G C | Re A > 0}.
Hereafter we find A that belongs to {A G C | Re A > 0}. We eliminate z in (2.9) and find a relation free of z. Define Y = {w(r) € L2(0, oo) | \\w\\y = J w(r)2rN~l dr < oo| , XK = {w(r) G L2(0, oo) | = J (w2 + w2 + ~w2^j rN~1dr < oo j .
Note that XK and X\ are equivalent spaces if n > 0. If no confusion occurs, we denote X\ by X for simplicity. For u;1 ,w2 € XK (k > 0), we define a sesquilinear form B(w1,w2) = J wlw% + (^-^ + g(r,R0) + w1w2^rN~1dr. (2-10)
Since B{-, •) is bounded and coercive in XK, we apply the Lax-Milgram theorem to obtain a bounded linear operator We have w(r,n, A) = L(k, A, Rq)~16Ro. We define
We have the following fact. We will show respectively. We will discuss this situation in the next section.
4. Stability for radially symmetric perturbations. Let Rq be an arbitrary number with Z(Rq) = U(Rq), and let (r(i?o), V(r, Ro)) be the associated equilibrium ball. We study the stability of (F(.Ro), V(r, Ro)) for radially symmetric small perturbations. For this purpose we study the sign of A(0, Ro). In this section, we study the stability of (r(i?o), V(r, Rq)) for general perturbations including non-radial ones. We assume that Z(R0) = U(Ro) and ffi(Ro) > ^(^o)-In this case, (r(i?0), V(r, Ro)) is stable for radially symmetric perturbations, and Case 2 in Sec. 3 holds true. First we study the sign of A(2N,R0). We express F(a,2N,0) in a more useful form.
We will define a function of R £ (0, oo), say f(R), and write F(a,2N,0) as f(Ro). We 
Jo
This relation characterizes the k that gives the largest eigenvalue.
Let (i?*,a*) be an arbitrary saddle-node bifurcation point, that is, Z(R*) = U(R*), = Then Case 3 is valid for (T(R+), V(r, /?*)) when a -a*. We have /(i?*) < 0 from A(2N, i?") < 0 and the proof of Theorem 1. We have the following assertion, for which we give the proof later in this section.
Lemma 8. f(R) is continuous in R > 0.
Using this fact and f(R*) < 0, we obtain the following assertion. 
Examples.
In this section, we present two examples to illustrate the multiple existence and stability of equilibrium balls. If an equilibrium ball is sufficiently close to a bifurcation point, the stability is determined by eigenvalues associated with n = 0,2N. When it is unstable, the instability occurs with low modes, more precisely, with n = 0,2N. On the contrary, if an equilibrium ball is far from the bifurcation points, it is unstable with high modes, more precisely, with large k > 0. We illustrate these situations by typical examples. Thus the bifurcation curve of equilibrium balls is as in Fig. 2 in Sec. 1. Next we study the stability. We will calculate f(R) for R > 0 with Z(R) = U(R).
Recall that L[w\ = -(s2ws)s -(-n(n 4-1) + s2 has linearly independent solutions \/i: / (2z)In+i (z) and ^n/(2z)Kn+i(z), which are called modified Bessel functions.
We find that L[w] = h(s) is equivalent to w(s) = f0°° Gn(s,t)h(t) dt. The Green function Gn(s,t) is given by r , = f (st)~5Kn+i(t)In+i(s), 0 < s < t < +00,
We have Q(R) = 2, g(r, R) = b2, and d2 2d 2 2 .
--7-0 ~ -~r + ~2 (r,R) = Sr. This implies that (r(i?o), V(r, Rq)) is unstable if \Rq -Rq\ is small enough. Combining this fact and Theorem 2, the stability of (T(Ro),V(r,Ro)) turns out to be as in Fig. 5 . In the case of a -> +0, the associated eigenfunction p(^) consists of spherically harmonic functions of large degrees, which are given by (4a/i?o)_1^3 + 0(l) as a -* +0. This implies that instability of an equilibrium ball happens with high modes if it is located far from the bifurcation points in the bifurcation diagram.
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